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The. tax ~ssessor assesses property
at 11sfair and reasonable market
value.

The tax assessor is the perso n in the
<;ountywho says howmuch your property
IS worth for 'taxatron purposes ..

The taxes on cars are reckoned at
the same rate as houses, but
seperately. .

The lax assessor may hire deputies.

The tax assessor can assess up
to 60% of the property value.
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The taax asseesor makes her assessments
between October Ist and January Ist.
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Every person comes before the tax
assessor to state how much property
he has.
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Before the taxpayer makes his return,
he takes an oath about the value of
his property.I:
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After Dec.gjst the tax assessor can
demand a return horn those who have
not reported their taxes.
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Before going to a communi.ty,she must
grve atleast ten days notice.
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A person who lives outside the county
can mail his return in.

If there is no return by the ~rd Monday
in Jan., the lax assessor can give a
notice of sale.
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I, t~~~assessor keeps the tax assessment

The tax assesor keeps the books with the
assessed value of property and the total
amount of state. counfy and special taxes.

After making the assessment list. she
turns it over to the tax collector.

The tax assessor keeps books that show
the description and owner of all property
in the county.
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The tax asse:;sor has to keep three sets of
books on taxes owed in the county.
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I The tax assessor gets paid $100 if the
total property assessed is 12 million.
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The tax assessor gets' $100 for every
400 pages of notes.
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The tax assessor gets 50¢ when she
has to get horn 'a taxpayer a list of
his property. " , '.
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The tax assessor gets 2% of all special
or district taxes gotten for schools.
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He gets 25¢ for serving subpoenas or
, notices issued by the board of revenue.

Whenthe tax assessor is paid a salary
all her commissions are paid into the
. county ueasury.
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